NUER RELIGION - a sUpplementary view
I

an undergraduate course on the study of .'
This' essay emerged out of anufidergraduate
conceptual systems.
I make this pedagogic reference at the outset not
only because it relates to my sub-title but also because it is as a
teacher of social anthropology that I choose to express my gratitude for
the w.orks of the late Professor Evans-pritchard.
Evans-Pritchard. l · . I have called the
fa supplementary View' because it does ,not
not presume to be in any
essay 'a
consense corrective but rather reports upon a method which I have found con
students~earlyin their second year, to the
venient for introducing students~earlyin
froin the;alassictrilQgy.
totality of Nuer life as it emerges from
If social anthropology has emerged since the late war as one of -the
education for uWidepgraduates
uWide:r;tgraduates this
humanities able to offer itself as an edUcation
Evansimplies a range of preoccupation which owes much to the width of Evans
problems; the
Pritchard's anthropology.
But this evolution raises new problems:
social anthropologists of preVious generations had their formation in
lin
other disciplines and when they wrote it was for fellow-professionals.
The excellent introductions to the subject currently available reflect
to a considerable extent this earlier stage: they do not have the
undergraduate clearly in mind.
The most fundamental problem of teaching
at this level is that field-work is still represented, as the essential
qualification while students are required,nevertheless, to aoquire a
proficiency in the subject without that qualification.
i'Je can try to
escape from this double-bind by tackling an associated problem. , The
undergraduate can scarcely be blamed if, left to himself, he tends_ to
f required reading , into so -many texts which are to be learnt',
turn his 'required
learnt" '
like, his own .to
rather than as material presented by an'other human mind like.
be thought about, questioned, rehandled.

.

by this essay.
One way 'of approaching the problem is exemplified b.y
The attempt is to demonstrate to the student what one· means when, in all
seriousness, one advises him to read a book backwards as well as forwards;
shOUld not feel bound by the titles or chapter
the implication is that he shoUld
headings of the author which merely reflect the author's own choices,
but rather attempt his own synthesis which he can then interact with
that of the original.
In this essay, therefore, I move freely backwards
shciw that there are
and forwards in the Nuer trilogy and attempt to show
certain conceptual preoccupations structuring Nuer experience.
The
whioh emerge ~e both simple and crude.
propositions whiah
The point of the
operation is to show the stUdent that there can be alternative views
and to send him back .to the material in a spirit of research with the
wholesome ambition of proving me wrong•
wrong •
wholesomeambitioh
A s~cond problem is connected with the word 'religion' which is,
for the modern stUdent, whether he has a denominational loyalty or not,
'relig;on'. in a
a speci~l' area of experience in Bome way.
The word 'relig;on'
extent that
title is likely to set off certain defensive reflexes to the,
the~extent
r.eligion', .' is something that other people have,
have,something
t r.eligion"
something which re;sts
stud~.n~
"'. upon presuppositions, faith, insight and ,the like which the stud~.n~
wistful.ly, but either way di'sastrously,does
di,sastrously,does notshare.i:l;l
defiantly or wistfuilY,
the way in which he can suppose
himself to share, at least as a
. ..
..

- ,

starting
certain suppositions about kinship or politics.
star~ing point, eertain
The aim
t~erefore to demonstrate that we are dealing with simple, human thought
is tp.erefore
w~ich is the same whether people are thinking about their kinfolk, their
w~ich
chiefs or their gods.
A third and more general aim of this essay is to suggest how the
student can grasp, as far as is possible from a literary experience, not
only the specificity of Nuer life but also make some kind of meaningful
and question raising comparison.
Here I have limited myself to a few
suggestions only of the lines along which a comparison between the Nuer
and the related Dinka might run.

The discussion here presented rests upon a previous examination of
Livi-Strauss'
the implications of the concluding three paragraphs ·of L/vi-Strauss'
Totemism 2 in which he invites a reconsideration of the notion that
'religion constitutes an autonomous order, requiring a special kind of
investigation'.
The student is invited to consider the legitimacy of
conthe grounds on which he might be disposed to distinguish between the con
cepts 'mother's brother' and, for example, 'ancestor' in such a manner
as to subsume them under the distinotion knowledge/belief.
Following
this discussion one turns to a consideration of the word 'religion' and,
following Cantwell-Smith,3 looks at the history and use of this term in
western thought.
It is useful to set against Canwell-Smith' s persuasive
comargument the assumptions of representative exponents of traditional com
parative religion, with whose dicta the student is likely to sympathise
initially.
Zaehner, for example, provides a good debating topic with
his axiomatic: 'If we are to know what re~igion is we must also find
something in common between the great religions of the world.,4 The
sum of these discussions leads us back to Cantwell-Smith whose welcome
posrejection of the term 'religion' leads him close to a sociological pos
live
ition from which he veers away at the last.
We are, nevertheless, in
propa position to davelop his argument and to reverse his theological prop
osition that it is faith which constitutes society as a community and
constitut~s itself as faith for a community.
say, rather, that society constitutqs
For finally it is impossible to understand, in the sense of having
something which can be communicated, in what way a man's 'belief;!, , in
his cults differs from his 'belief' in his kinship 'system', or his
'belief' in his language for that uatter.
·'belief'
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The terminology of Chapter I of Nuer Religion creates difficulties:
one is asked to explain the force of the capital K in Kwoth as opposed
to kwoth or ~ and to indicate. how seriously the approximation to
Hebrew monotheism is to be taken.
If it is to be taken with any
seriousness then a new question arises: what is it, exactly, which is
'in itself quite independent of the social structure' but 'broken up
along the lines of segmentation.'?
Confronted with problems of this
nature one has re§ourse to an earlier article from the Azande period,
"Azande Theology" and, initially, the statement: 'In treatinga.
religion we have only to translate primitive religious terms into our
own language, and Qur interpretation of them is already made by the very
process of translation.'
The student can be invited to set the whole
of the ensuing analysis of the concept mbole as a background to Chapter
I of Nuer Religion and to S6~ what he can achieve by a comparison of

that"
the terms mbole and Kwoth.This' juXtaposition has the advantage that·,
the studen't""""fO'r
studen~ whom the term •t religion , "is
~s proolemat:l:c'
proolematfc' can relate that
AZ,ande material to his own experience_,
chapter, via the Azande
experience~
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, . : ,S'uoli'a compari:SpriShould not lead to a simpl:e
simpl;e ,equatton.The·
,equation.
The' most
...
istioth
difference ':betweenkwothand mbole, is that, the 'former is
both
spe'~iri;'ed~dUn~p~ci'fie;dwh~reas
spe'~iri;'ed.~dUn~p~ci·fie;d wh~reas the latter la~lt~i!sped~f:LCa~ioh
la:~lt~i!Sped!l.f:LCa~ioh.• ..
' ' To .'
tWQ,te:t;'lris, in
wa"l ha,stheimmediate advantClge
advan'tClge t.natwe are
co~p~,e'}he tWQ.te:t;'lris.
iri this wa"/
posedby'thepresentation
Kwothand kuth,
libera:ted' from the problem posed
by' the presentation KWQthand
substa;nce and, :fragment.,'
liberated\.ie s~e that'we'are
that 'we 'are dealing with'
sUbstB;nce
:fragment •. ' Once liberated\.fe
wqrd
'6cieri~ e/sciences,
wqrd/313 .rela.teqas ."scien~
e/sciences",. )tleaning!meanings,'
)tleaning!meanings, ' .cause/causes
,cause/causes ana .the
,the
like
being~.' Ofkwoth
likeafe
related, and notwltha'di'sjuncti.on between being~.'
unspe'effi~d we can sUrelysay;';:\.'ihatEvans-Pritchard
sUrelysay;';:\1shatEvans-Pritchard says o(mbole': ~<'it,6
~<'it,6 ., .
unspe'effi~d
is' the name which'takes'the 'place of Widerstanding .... ~ the 'hbrizon tha.t:'
••'.'
under~·tand'"
rounds off knowledge and tradition ••'.'
When Azande 'do not under~·tand"·
Mbori. ,7
,But
something, it is vaguely explained by citing Mbori.,7
~ut in addition
'it
specifikwoth is systematically specified
specifi~d
it 'is to these systematic specifi
cations that I now turn.
,
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kwoth:i:s, of':c6urse"kuthnhial/kuth
o:t~c6urse,'kU:thnhial/kuth
The broadest specification of kwoth:i.s,
piny - above/below.
This hierarchical distinction appears to' shape;-or
be concordant with, a set of relafeg distinctions which are found in
e,s
areas well outside the 'religious'.
The first associated attribut
attributes
of:apttzzle.•.'The
superiOr
of the distinction present us with something of:apttzzle
The superfor
has to do with the apparently fortuitous in Nuer daily life while the
inferior is associated with that daily life itself.
The kuth piny are
largely associated with the world of lilleage arid descent.
They are, in
Spirits.·t. The
The, world of
Evans-Pritchard's terminology, 'totemistic Spirits.
consciousdescent, it needs no arguing, receives a hea~y emphasis in Nuer conscious
ness~
ness~
The value (descent) is assdciated with what, in another context,
relativelydevalued.(.below) •
is relativelydevalued:(.below)
. ·f:

Nuer, themselVeS.
The cdrroborativeevidencefor this comes from
from. the Nuerl
They, or some of them, say that originally there was only kwothand the
~.The ftuthpinl
fr,omor with the Dinka..
Dinka.
.2.2! ~.The
ltuthpinl came later, they came fr.omor
one" accepts
ac.cepts t hat history, especially amongnon-literatep90ple;
among ,non-literate people ; h~
I f one,
to do wi th,now,
th·now, then the factual tr.uth of. the proposition ,is, ,irrelevant:
for, :Jthe.present
:Jthe,present let,' us simply note that there is an ~ssocia
~ssocia tion between
for·
pinY,second-comers,
day-ta-day and the Dipka.
kuth piny,
second-comers, the day-to·<iay

associatedwith:inferi~rity and with the
The idea of second comers associatedwith:inferi~rity
Dinka puts us in mind immediately of a passage in the first part of the
t,ha t the term.
term, 'di.el means .sometbing
,sornetbing more funda
fundatrilogy in which we learn t,hat
than, ,I aristocrat ',.9
'firstcomers~ the origin~
origin~
mental than.
Thediel'are ,the 'firsi;comers;
and authentic Nuer. .' It is essentialto.note
essential to ,note thattllet@rm is a re1a~ive
rela~ive
one for·this
for . this reassures'
us:
that
we
,are
still
in
the
worl<1:o!
idea:
an
cl are",
reassures'us:
' are
world:o! idea:an<l
not de,8:;Ling with substantial identities.
c;Lan ..
identities.. ,The, 'members ,of the sE!llle c;Lan"
can be diel in one area' and
rul
in
another.
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'who are accepted as Nuer can also ,be
butj;he
People ;who
be rul- but
',the term has . '
by; the Nuer"'"themselves.The
Nuer"'"'themselves.The ,
its own primary association expressed by:
here','and refer, ~Q.roo~tothe
~Q.roo~tothe
typical rulare Dinka"
We can anticipate here,,'and
. Dinkamaterlal.'Whereas the Dinka include: the [Nuer in, a.~inclusive.
a~inclUsi.ve,
.Dinkamaterlal.'Whereas
clear,hierarchical.,distinction in
category of humanity,the
hUlJ1anity,the Nuer draw a clear'hierarchical.,distinction
iii
leSs !ul;Ly
fullY
humanity at their, own cultural:frontier.
cultural frontier.
The Dinka are leSS
human than they. The cross reference suggests some of the force in the
diel/rul distinction.' .,\'Je,
are' certainly -dealing with ideas;. but they
diellrul
\'Je. are·
are'~ ideas whiCh
which belong very much to the day-to-¢lay
day-to-day of Nuer life, a world
are':
someho\,/ depreciated and, in s9Rle ",flY,
which, the suggestion is there. is someho\,!
'>flaY,
discovered" inauthentic.
concepts,
yet to be discovered,inauthentic.
What are opposed a,s
a~concepts,

'!72 ..
'!72..
wh~tis mingled in the actuality.
diel/rul, relate to wh~tis
, be ......-majoritY,
of' them are
are.•
rul, the rnajority,of'
... ...
~

,

Nuer not only can

,
" -.,

What else do the Nuer say about the relation of diel to rul? 'The
c9~e;r6;~eceive wives from the diel and are" therero;t'~t
therero:t'~t sis
sis~ as sec:ond c9~e;r6;~eceive
,!3pns to them.
ters t ,ppns
actual~y ,so.
,t~;t.ation
ters'
This is ideally ~d pften actual~y
The ,t~;Lation
:once again, the hierarchic princ:iple
prinqiple already twice note,4.
ship expresses :onc.e
As affines, the wife receivers remain
remain permanently in debt for the life that
haver~ceiv~d. 'Th,e parallel with the feud is striking. ,Neither
they haver~ceiv~d.
brid.e":wealthnor'blPod-wealth truly cancel out the life which is owed.
brid.e":wealthnqr'blPod-wealth
i'esters Qn tobr,eak
to .br,eak outagai~.
outagai~.
J,nc:urred throu,gh
The feud festers
The debt ,i,nc:urred
alli~~eis registered in respect.
respe ct.
Although, ,the marriage is practical;Ly
practical;t.y
Although,the
compleite when':pa,yments are concluded and ruagh (affinity)
(affi.r1:ity) becomes'jmar .:
mother ..in-law by a. man is '
(kinship) 'th,e"respect and avoidance owed to' the mother..in-law
inllerited, by his ~~fe's
~,:Lfe' s brother's wife. 10
in4erited
, ,We may at thi~ point accuullllate the following distinctions:
kuth nhial
kuth pin;l
pin;i

diel nath
rul.,

diel
nath
rul •. '~g

MB

zs

are, associated with:
which are.
first-coine,rs
first-comers
authenticity' humanity
humanity
abnormality
second-corners
second-comers
inauthenticity subhuman' , normality

What we have here is a complex of Nuer thought and it is useful to
remind the student at this early stage that this is the beginning of
we are dealing with literary
analysis and not the analysis itself.
When weare
tempting,and,indeed easy to extract a set of semi
semimaterial it is all too temptingand,indeed
[Ihe very neatness of the"e:xtraction
the,e:xtraction should
equations of this nature.
[ihe
alert the student to its hypothetical and provisional nature.
A rich
material· remains to be integrated; much will not be ,integrated
mass of material,
by this particular formulation.
As the .discussion moves on 'one has to
be on one's guard against thetemptation'to reduce new facts to the
formula, and work, rather, towards a new formulation which might have
some 'claim to be .called
'called analytic. ",
The exploratory rather than,
classificatory nature of the formula is
thanclassificatory
usefully demonstrated by examination' of. the way in which relations between
nhial and ~ piny are represented.: "As we might expect the oppo
oppo~ nhia!
with,diel/rul.
sit ion 'is harmonious withidiel/rul.
Birds are distinguished in three
classes -gaat kwoth, gaat niet, sisters'sons to the former and jaang.
~,sons of the,
This lowest class is also described as gaat,nya ~,sons
of~.
daughters of~.
The implication is, as Evans-Pritchard points out,
that they 'are Dinka -'jaang. Similarly fetishes are said to he
of, daughters of Deng, inferior affines of Dinka
gaatnyadeang- children of
tspirits of a very inferior order.,ll
therefore, 'spirits
The kuth nhial are
diel, the to;temic
t.o;temic spirits
spirits,• .1aang~·
jaang~'
diel.
All this is satisfactory and expected.
What,
is.' intoeresting is the claim
claim,,of
of the man who respected ~ythons
~ythons 'that
Whatisint~resting
the python .is
"
,is the' maternal uncle of the air-spirit deng.,l
deng. tl ._
reversal: that is
The formula points us towards a more significant reversal;
ther-elution of the so-called Leopard Skin priest to the ~ of a'terria 'terri
II say so-called because,following, the development of Evans...
Evans ...
tory.
PritChard's thought in the matter, II shall henceforth refer to him as
Pritchard's
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kuaar mtlGn- priest of the earth. 13 . This personage appears to be ideally
. rul - stranger.
He is also thought of as standing in the relation of
mother's brother to the diel of the territory.
In faot many kuaar muons
lineages are pf Dinka orIgin.
origin.
It is'
is possible to approaoh this problem by oonsideration of another
possible oomplementary opposition in Nueroategorization.
Nuer. oategorization. This must be
tentative as it does not as clearly emerge from Evans-Pritohard's pres
presentation as do the previous ones.
I suggest a relation between the
kuaar ~ and the prophet - ~kwoth.
The \tuaar !m!2!!is by his very
name associated with the below, is conoeptually associated with ........
rul, has
.........
to do with the reparation of disunity within the tribal seotions, belongs
to the world of the day-to-day and the expected.
possThegwan kwoth, poss
essed by or rather possessor of the sky-spirit is preeminently of the
above, he has to do with the political unity of the Nuer as Nuer, or
better, with the realization of the oonoept nathwhioh unites all in
opposition to the external jaang.
~an:kWOth is strikingly assoo
assooTi~ ~an:kWOth
iated with the abnormal and the rare.
Perhaps there is something to
be made of the faot that the gwan kwoth. in the past at least, was assoo~
assoo~
iatedw1th
iatedwith the curing of barrenness while the kuaarmuon oures inoest.
.

.

.
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The gwan
gwart k,,",oth belongs t~ the world of the above, that ideal world
whioh the Nuer looate in the past.
It is a world where there are only
the sky-spirits, the .2.2!. ~ and the pure ~, where all is.!!!!!. This
br~s
oonceJffiual relationship between
br~s the present into sharp foous~
foous~
The oonce;etual
diel and rul as mother's brothers to father's sisters would preolude
~iage
~iage .;rur
.;nd therefore lineal oontinuity for the diel males.
There is
a situation of oonoeptual hypogamy in a field of infOrmal
tniOrmal endogamy marriage outside the tribe is risky.
In faot the diel, who are in a
minority depend upon rul for the oontinuation of therr-lines and in real
reii'tion of sisters' sons to them.
life must be in the r~tion
More light is thrown on this by the origin myth of the Jikany tribes15
- in whioh Kir is found in a gourd, is reared by the DinkaYul, and
beoomes the founa.er of the Gaatgankir olan - refleots a reality upon whioh
depends.
Seligman's aooount (he speaks
the oonoept Nuer (nath) depends.Seligman's
Speaks of the
origin· of the Nuer
Nuer-without
origin'
-without qualifioation) makes Kir marry into the line
lineage of Gaa, eldest son of the founding anoestor Gau,.· who is kuaar ~.
Kir, in this aooount, founds oertain seotions of the Jikany.I6 . .. ..
thekuaar muon With the mother's brother in
The association of the'kuaar
the diel reverses the diel/rul relationship as, I suggest,
relation to the~
inr~aJ,. life.
it is reversed inr~aJ,.
Positively it expresses the dependence of
the ~ for lineal continuity and for the reparation of
the ~ upon the!:!!!
disunity resulting from feud.
When the kuaar ~,divides,
~,divides, as in the
rual ceremony following inoest, it is to allow lineal oontinuity to
where· before inoest prohibitions had preoluded it.
So, accord
deVelop where
according to Seligman, the first kuaar muon wasoreated when Gau divided his
~arrchildren of one mother) to allow his
daughters between his two sons ~arrchildren
line to develop.
He perfonned the first ~ o~remony
o~remony whiohimpoaed
'exogamy on the desoendants of the two sons and made the elder of them,
kuaar ~.
o.f the ~ o.eremony by the kuaar !!!!:!2!! may be seen
The performanoe of
continuity, something up~~ whioh that
as something making for lineal oontinuity,
oontinuity depends as it depends upon the bride givers.,.. . .
oontradition between the
I have said that there 'appears to be a contradition
conoeptual distinotion diel/rul and the faots of marriage.
ASYmmetry
oonoeptual
Asymmetry
between affines, when combined with an endogamy whether formal,·
formal,' as in
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the caste-system, er
preduces problems.
preblems. It would
weuld seem
or infermal,
informal, aS,here,
as, here, produces
that the greater the value,
placed upen
preblems
value-placed
upon descent the greater the problems
must be in se
raan's standing is affected' by the marlriage of a
so far as· a [nan's
dista~t .kinsman. The less descent is traced back the easier it is to
to.
preserve farmal
recipracity of
af marriage.
formal ~syrnmetry
~syrnmetry cambined
combined with factual reciprocity
The Nuer cencern
concern far
for descent is abviaus
obvious and is stressed by their habit
af
categary mar. Seligman makes
of assimilating affines with kinsmen in the category
the point: 'Cansidering
ef theinc;Bt
theinC;St barrier among
amang
~Considering the wide canceptien
conception of
the Nuer it is not surprising that the ~ ceremony
ceremeny takes place fairly
frequently'.18
Fallowing
shauld qualify this by
Following Evans-Pritchard we should
painting
trivial to
to.
pointing out that there are degreeso.f
gegreesof incestfram
incest from the most trivia.l
the mast
inevitamost serious. Nevertheless the effence
offence i5 built in as an inevita
bility af
shart of
af their ideals
of Nuer life. The Nuer inevitably fall short
just as, inevitably, diel stack
wamen and no
ne Nuer
stock is cantinued
continued by rul women
lineage aan
th.
aa.n be truly na
nath.
~
This, if cerrect,
aspectef
correct, is surely the mast
most puzzling aspect
of Nuer life.
The term diel seems to.
to speak af
of a preoccupatian
preoccupation wider and deeper than a
purely po.iItical
literatUre stresses
poiItical e~e.
o~e. The Nuer are cancerned,
concerned, the literature
it, with lienal cantinuity.
continuity. But the .term diel associated with nath
suggests a~luatian
palitical
a~luation af
of purity af
of descent. Leaving aside the political
implications, the achieving ef
wauld involve
of that purity in reality would
incest of the direst kind. (We have already seen how
how. the Nuer desire
to.
ef their affines,
to widen their kinship at he expense, sa
so to speak, of
invelves
af incest prohibitions.)
prehibitians.)
involves them in frequent,if
frequent, if minar,
minor, infringements of
But this cendition
condition af
of ideal purity is located in the mythic past. Their
recarded
ef ~
~.I.?iEz
assocrecorded statements relating to.
to the praliferatian
proliferation of
~ and assoc
iated phenomena with the Dinka can be taken historically
histarically but they must
also.
also be taken as symptamatic
symptomatic af-rruer
of-rruer life at the moment when they were
recarded.
recorded. The cantradictian
contradiction is profeund:
profound: the Nuer are ~ not jaang,
but in life they cannat
cannot be nath. They cannat
cannot maintain a strictly
hierarchical erganizatien
organization w~strict
w~strict hypogameus
hypogamous marriage. In the
Indian caste-system the dilutien
invelved in formal
farmal or
er informal
infermal
dilution ef
of purity involved
hypergamy between castes
ca.stes is to a censiderable
considerable extent, but not entirely,
carrected
hewever, the rule of
ef
corrected by a heavy emphasis en
on deseent. There, however,
hypergamy is. strict.,
wauld have strict hypogamy,
hypegamy,
strict. Amang
Among the Nuer the ideal would
but an infermal
tewardsit),
informal endegamy
endogamy (ar
(or a streng
strong tendency towards
it), precludes
such a s.alutien.
solution. Nuer statements abaut
about the past have justificatory and
in that sense explanatary
explanatory value. We have a parallel in the hierarchy
of kwoth •. The movement fram
from the above to the below is a moral decline
from kwoth to jaang, even to.
to jur. At the same time it is a movement of
increasing involvement in lif'ea~
J"ived. The hierarchy presents
lifea~ it is +ived.
in the vertical dimension what Evans-Pritchard presents in a lateral'
dimension by cancentriccircles
concentriccircles19 and what·the Nuer' themselves present in
the dimension of time: to. be Nuer is best; fo!' itl:L.'
ii.l:L: that this s,tate can
never be achi.eved.
The co.ntradiction·seems
contradiction· seems to be related to the Nuertendency to' at
once emphasise and deny affinity. Theagfines of
af a mother's children
associated with the mother's family and simultaneously
are assaciated
simultaneausly merged in
ih
the all:-embracing~.
o.f'day-taall:-embracing~. The world of ~ is, again, the world of'day-to
day. The world of ritual and agnatio.n,
hawever, is the world
warld of
af a.gnatlon
agnatlon agnation, however,
CO The connotation
buth. Those who do.
rul.d)
do not have buth between them are rul.
~he
thase who ~e butg between them
~he oppositian
opposition seems clear~now
clear~now far
for those
must marry rule
Nevertheless it is fram
rul.
from the affines and from the
children ofllie
ofilie same mother . that the lineage (literally, we remember,
thok dwiel - mother's hut entrance) springs and fission
fissian results.
~on
sans of the
~on on the other hand is between the gaatgwan - the sons
father.
Can we go.
father.·
go sa
so far as to sugges.t
suggest that this discussion points
tawards.
towards a re-examination of the feminine principle in Nuer society?
Is it the case that the waman
becaming male?
woman o.nly
only achieves value by becoming
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in~beline~
Certa.inly in rereading thetri:Logy I "'~', reminded 'of Postumos in~beline~
'Is; there
there, noway for men to be'butwcirrien must be half-makers?'
EVailsEvans
ex;pre~ses the' same imp~essi.Q~i'
imp~essiQ~i' ~gnatic desceil~ is, by.,a.
by . a. kind
Pritchard ex;pre~see
;rnother~,.:::l
of paradpx, tracedtlWough
the ..'
;rilOther~,.:::l
'
.--. ....
..
.'-,

" .
, .
.
"

'

;

III

mat~r~al. on the" Dinka'~'
Dinka'~' "If'
"If' the preceding
I tu~ now to consider the mat~r~al,
account is both tentative and partial the' remainder of th'ediscussion '
consj,der.ollly, those aspects of Dinka life
will be evell more so.
I shall consi,der,ollly,
C::omp.arab.i~'with the'Nuer
the:, Nuer cOZ1.cepts
C::oZ1.cepts
which directlY offer themselves as comp.arab.i~'with
melltiotled. ,An ~lte~native"
~lte~native., 'separatEtand'necesf;ary
'separatEtand'necese;ary operation
already mellti0tled.
involxeapproachirig the twcisooieties fromth~point
fromth~point of'view of the
would involxeiiPproachirig
b,~ iri a..
a., positi~n
positi~n 't,o,ask
't,o.ask ques_ions
Dinka. One would expect as a resUlt to' b~
of the Nuer",material
I;juch as might not 'arise without 'thisjtixtaposition.
Nuer",!Ilaterial l3uch
,certairily feel ourselves to be 'in a
When we turn to th,e Dinka we ,certainly
,imp~essio.n istha.t
is 'tha.t simple'trans
simple' transfamiliar world.
Indeed 'the initial ,imp~essi~n
Into identities; the 'coricepts:and
'eoricepts:and
lation will convertsirnilarities' 'into
manners are easily recognised.
I shall touch on this question-of'simi":
larity,in my concJ,.usion.
For the present I am more concerned with
diffdifferences.
Anqindeed from the, outset' we sense a significantly diff
erent d:Lstribut;1.,onof emphasis in Dinkavalues!"
Certainly we find the'
rH:nka seem' to be
distinct ion of the' above and the below 'and indeed the Dinka
with the distinction than the Nuer: hut
hut'we
more concerned wi.th
'we ribte that'
their myths concentrate on the reasons forthis'distinction rather than
upon the fact of it.
They are myths of separation not of, opposition;
if I may so put it.
We can note, incidentally, that the one such myth
recorded. by Evans-Pritchard
Evans-Pritchar4 'although it accords well with Nuer
NueI' con
conceptionsiri
D::Lnka or:i.gin.
ceptions;i.ri genal'al'
genel'al' is believed' by him 1;0ge of D::i.nka
or:1.gin. 22, " ' , ,
,What f)'trikesone about the Dinka myths i's ,that the spatial reference
is, sot,o,
so to ,speak,
speak, blurred.,;
blurred." Th~ sepa'rationl:rings~
sepa'rationl:rings~ loss but: it also defines
man.
The Dinka, emphasize the positive together with'the negative and , ,;
the very stress
strese on separation suggests Co~tiri.ui.ty
Co~tiri.trl.ty and rejo~ning.This
rejo~ning.This
is all,su~cinct],y
int~e
all,su~cinct:Ly expressed in
.t~e Dirika,.song:
Dirika"song:
Deng brings the rope of the finch
,.That we ~ay meet o~ one poundary
We and 't~~ moon and, D1v;i.nity'
Di v;i.ni ty'
:,Give
:, Give the'rope
the' rope of the finch
,''J:hat
,''l:hat we may~eet
may~eet on one boundary witll

the

moon •• 2';
23

The rope here is the ,rope which o~iginally
o.~iginally connected men and Divinity,
the possibility
l.ts restoration is
i.s associated with 'the concept deng
in \Which th~ a,ttribut,es
a.ttribut,es ofwh:at' Lienha:r;-d.t calls free and clan diviniti'es
are con-fused.
The ,same tendency
tendency'~omerg~
opposit~on is£oundin
'l;omerg~ the opposition
is£ound' in '
the comparisqn between ~rihial(piny
~nhial(piny among the Nuer, and'the'Dinka
yath (pl. yeeth),.
Yath is no equivale~t forkwoth.
The area of ex- '"
perience associated with kwoth among the Nuer is, among 'the
the Dinka,
divided between riok
~nhialic.
To,
what extent it would be possible
jok and
and~nhialic.
TO,what
to relate one of these tennf;l
term~ to the Azande mbole l;llldthen
~dthen compare the
Nuer and Dinka degrees of specifica:~:ton,
specifica~:ton, or to wh8.t
w1i8.t extent it 'would be
profitabl~t
profitabl~, is no'!'
no"" yet 6iear. ,FQrtbe present'what is noteworthy is

of
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the lack of indigenous verbal,
which'would
ve~bal distinction in yeeth which
would correspond
to Lienbardt
's ,distinction
Lienhardt's
distinction between free
f~ee and clan divinities.
~ve note in
this,connedtiorl firstly that in another conte~t
Lienbardt'speaks of,~ sky-'
conte~t Lienhardt'speaks
spirit butthi$ is in relation to aa. prophet;24
prophet; 2'+ more significantly in his
list of clan-divinities the vast majority relate to
toearth;"'this
earth ;"'this includes
earth bound or low-flying birds.
Those which have dengas
denga.s emblem, in his
terminology, also have an earthly yath.
He also report~
report~ as 'listed ....
in various parts of Dinkaland' the planet Venus, and Comets together with
Cloud emblems. 25 Evans-Pritchard has also reported that sky-spirits ar~
associated with small lineages, 'especially lineages of Dinka descent. t2b
~lfe
verbally among the Nuer
~l1e may conclude that the spatial distinction made ve~bally
~ is not absent in fact among the Dinka yeeth,
yeeth; but it is verbally
transcended a,nc;i,
~~, in the actuality, mediated by earth associated birds and
objects intermediate between sky and earth.
A striking reversal'of
Dinka
reversal of Nuer
Nue~ conce~s
conce~s is the,belier,among
the belief among some Dirika
late;..come~s.
that their free yeett are late;..comers.
Again: "It is asserted by many
Dinka that long ago watheer) they knew only Divinity and Deng who was
'Divinity itself', and the olan-divinities.e2B or
of these the most power
powerful were the divinities of masters of
-it
of the fishing spear.
Initially dt
would seem that whereas for the Dil1ka
DiDka the proliferation
proliferation of free-divinities
'in historY'
history' is, associated with an expanding univ~rse
univ~rse of experience which
does not a,e.em
a,e,em to challenge the lived SOCial
social order, the Nuer associate the
increase of earth-spirits with the dilution of their h*th quality by
'
jaang and jur.
I'

" We must add, as an aside, that it could also be argued that the
difference is not so great if we take
speart,ake into account the claims of spear
masters, recorded by Lienhardt,29'that their clan divinities have temporal
priority.
The divinities of spea.rmasters
spearmasters may be presum,ed to be deng and
so sky associated. In this account clan divinities are also said to have
proliferated.
i'

What seems sure is that the Dinka do not associate moral decline with
the presence of strangers or Nuer.
Indeed, although. the word jur is also
used by the Dinka it does not refer to a category within Dinka society.
The Dinka, less unified and unifiable as a people, do not appear to effect
the equation diel
nath
= men (or true men) as do the Nuer.
nath=
Perhaps it
is because they-ire r;ss concerned with such unity that they include the
Nuer in their own humanity and sometimes speak of them "almost as though
they were one of the Dinka 'peoples' .,,-,0 This does not mean that the'
Dinka lac~ any equivalent for
for~,
E!!h, for they recognize' a cultural unity
in jieng. 1I
,

=

Despite this reversal the Dinka do, as we have seen, attach an im
importance to primacy.
Where in the; tribal area the Nuer oppose diel!rul,
diel/rul,
the Dinka oppose banx!kic.
The similarities are obvious, the dIffer~es
dIffer~es
more important.
The !9£,commoner
E£,commoner or, Lienhardt prefers, warrior clans
are in no sense lesser ~ although the banl/spear-masters have more
"life", nor are the tic
I cannot find any Dinka term having
idc strangers.
quite
The bany are first-comers and thought'
qui.te the connotat,ioMof!E!.
of as standing in the MB/ZS relation to the kic; they also have the
peace-making and spiritue:i.lpower'which,
spirituarpower'which, amozlg
amoDg the Nuer is associated with
the kuaar !!!!:!2!!., But the spear-master is much more than a superior kuaar
muon as Lienhardt makes clear.
The implications of this are discussed
after
arrer a brief consideration of theMB/ZSrelation among the Dinka.
Given the way in whiCh those Dinka distinctions that parallel Nuer
ones are, at the same time, mediated, it is tempting to hypothesize that
the relations between affines among the Dinka will be both more clearly
defined and reciprocal than among the Nuer.
We do not, as yet,have
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the material on D:lnka
arid pra~tice that woUld allow 'us to
Dinka tertni~ology
termi~ology and
enter ,this field with such confidence. 'Francis Deng3 g telis us that the
bany, ',at,
least "among t~e: 'Ngok D,iilka..,
th~kic whom he
',at ,least
Diilka... ,have more wlve's ;than' th~kic
refers
to as commoners.
If,this is generally true' theywouldapp(tar to
refersta
be'yet'more:dependent (and perhaps aware of 'dependence) 'U:pon th~ k:1c than
the'diei are, upon the rule
Lienoordt:
to 'suggest a reoognitIOn'of
reoognitiOn' of
Lienoordtl tends to'suggest
mutualdependeAcein thl,';matter.>3
hae'somewherepOirlted"to
thi,';matter.}3 'Again he liae'somewherepointed"to
the MB/ZS relation as' pro1fiding the model for friendship,It
friendship,
It is unfort
unfortunately not ppssible to even speculate from :the terminOlogica.1
terminological informatj;on
information
re~orded
re~orded by th~ Seligmans.
Iti~more
Iti~more 'fruitful to consider Dinks.spear-mast'ers iri relation to
the aciek -'prophet.
The spearwmaster'is closely associated with the
riverand~
riverand~ like the kuaar m\1on.
m\lon. with ring ~ nesh.
But' he is n01ess
certainly'associated with the sky and' the a.bove:"
above:" they "are sometimes
called
banY tibial, 'masters of the abov~',
abov~ 1, and are representations of
calledbanY
II34 Here they may be ectuated
Divinity on earth.
equated with Nuer prophets as .
earth."34
opposea to kua!I'
kua.~t muon,just as in ether 'aspects they can be 'equated with'
the, latter. "
"
.
,,'

'WhenLienhardt
When Lienhardt speaks of the transcendance in Dinkatbought of what
frOijlthis rather •
he calls 'experiential opposites,35 we can see, even frOilIthis
crude comparison, how inappropriate would lili.ve
~ve been the Use of this term,
in its strict sense, if applied to the Nuer.
cateThe tone of Nuer cate
gorical oppositions is, if one may so express oneself, privative and
exclusive.
The real, the authentic is opposed to the actual in such a
way as to make the Indologist, at least, think of Sankara.
The Dinka
on the other hand appear to solve their problems by the use of synthetic
categories which contain and transcend the opposition.
Further examples
of the difference would be the important Dinka words ring and $ .
For
the Dinka both terms synthesize spirit and matter.
Among the Nuer they
have spiritual associations, b~ whereas fDr
for them ring, apart from its
association with the kuaar muon, is only flesh,
nesh, it is also the divinity
of the spear-masters among 't'heDinka.
The Nuer word for chyme - wau
(Dinka~)
(Dinka~) is important
iruportant in sacrifice but has material meaning,.only:-"
Among the Dinka it means not only chyme but also life and breath.
It
is not surprising"that the Diilka remark upon the Nuer habitual l'ecourse
to private prayer and compare this with their gwn emphasis upon the formal
and the collective.
Their own 'need is 19ss.
'..
less. 3 ,...... , '"
'
It would, no doubt, be Surprising
if the Dinka ~cked
~cked all'suggestion
aurprisingif
follow, the history of Indian philosophy,' Dinka
of monism.
But·," to follow.
moniSl!! is.
o~life, a moral
is, 'qualified'., 'l'here is ,an aseending scale o~life,
hierarchy among the Dinka but it eme~ges
eme~ges asa continuity, a s,aries
~eries of
., transcendencies,' not a series of cleavages.
We could not, draw, for the
Dinka,'
repref?ent their political cos
cosDinka, a series of concentrio circles to repre~ent
mology without overlaps to indicate the inclusion of ',what,
·.what.are
simultanare simultan
eously excluded.
The pattern is given in the difference between the
Nuer opposition nath/jaang and the lack of anything quite so cle~
cle~. cut
among the Dinka.
Dinka who have amseries of overlapping categories indicating
4egreesof
4egrees
,of humanity: ,jieng is a subjective reference, ~ includes
jiEIl1.g
jien.g toe;ether with other Dinka, the Nuer, Europeans and other peoples
known to the Dinka.
The two latter classes (not the Nuer) are also jur
who are in turn distinguished by colour.
There are finally ttopprobrious
terms for the Azande and other Sudanic-speaking"peoples,
Sudanic-speaking" peoples, whom: the Dinka
."Y?
seem scarcely to regard as 'people'
'people'."?f1
Without speaking of causes I think that we could associate soine of
these differences in thought with differences in population size and
environment.
In Evans-Pritchard's time the Nuer numbered about 200,000
which compares with the Dinka 900,000 at the time of,
of. Lienhardt's work.
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,
Dinkawhich
Those marked cultural differences among the Dinka
.which led the Seligmans
to refer to 'congeries ofindependtmt
tribes'
are
not l~cking
l~cking among the.
the,
of independent
nbt
But' they are eithe17 leas
leaa marked or less
leaa significant to the Nuer.
Nuer.38
But·
Either ·way 'the Dinka recognize that' Nuer !U'e able to unite on a larger
scale' than themselves. 39 'For the Dinka, life at anyone time is more
settled in the sense that it is not marked by such striking ecological
conchanges as are found among the, Nuer.
On the other hand the Dinka con
ceiv~ of themselves as a far ranging people over time.
ceiv~
Their own
geography and history contain diversity.

Much has been left out of this account of the Nuer and the Dinka.
exc~ptions
Much will appear to have been simplified unpardonably, many exc~ptions
Thewhole
seen to be ignored.
For these faults I am quite impenitent. The
whole
ethnograph:\.cally unique in our literature.
Nilotic, area is, I believe, ethnographically
Nowhere else do we have such.detailed accounts of related peoples making
develop~ent of' detailed comparison and the theory of com
compossible the develop~ent
of Evans-Pritchard.
parison.
This potentiality is largely the achievement
achiev~mentof
icharact,ers of Nilotic
NilQtic
In 1940 he spoke of some future definition of the icharacters
definculture and social structure.'
I have always believed that such, defin
small-scale
ition was possible but clearly it could only be begun by very Smail-scale
and simple operations.
It is in the hope that the present venture will
provoke more informed and complex comparisons that my tribute is paid to
Evans-Pritchard's inspiration.
David Pocock.
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